The Shelby White and Leon Levy Archives Center holds the administrative records of the Institute for Advanced Study and manuscripts, photographs, and artifacts of many of its past Faculty, Members, Visitors, and Assistants. Our collections include complete runs of all past and present Institute publications, the records of the Electronic Computer Project, and the Institute Register, in which scholars, beginning in 1933 with Albert Einstein, have signed their names.

Prior to 2009, the Institute’s archives consisted only of administrative materials, and the papers of IAS Faculty were scattered to other institutions around the world. The Archives Center now actively collects Faculty papers, and maintains a directory of the locations and contents of these manuscript collections that are located elsewhere. A list of our archival holdings and links to digital archival materials can be found at www.library.ias.edu/archives. Archives staff are available to assist with your research, and to advise on the preservation and storage of your own manuscript collections.

The Archives Center is located in the Historical Studies - Social Sciences Library Annex, and is open to researchers from 9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday. We welcome inquiries from both within and outside the Institute community.

To make a reference request or to schedule an appointment, please contact us at (609) 734-8375 or at archives@ias.edu.
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